
 
Few Things Must Have In Your Bathrooms 

 

 
Whether you have a party or not, your bathroom must have everything required 
to keep your family and guests as comfortable as possible. There are some items 
that must always remain stocked in your bathroom. This includes tissues, 
unused towels, hand lotion and paper towels. 
 

 
 
 

A typical bathroom must be fully equipped with items ranging from facial tissues to clean unused 
towels, from hand lotion to fresh roll of toilet paper. Different types of napkins, toilet papers and 
dispensers are a must have for every bathroom. The following tips will help you make your 
bathroom as resourceful as possible. 
 
Facial tissues are essentials for every bathroom. Make sure that they are placed in a decorative 
dispenser. The facial tissue papers are also available in different colors, designs and patterns to make 
things even more appealing. 
 
If you receive a lot of guests, make sure to place a large number of clean hand towels. A non-skid 
mat is another important addition to a bathroom. You can place it in the shower area or around the 
tub. The towel bar must always have one or more clean and unused towels. The moment a towel is 
used, make sure to replace it immediately. 
 
Watercolor guest towels with floral designs are perfect addition to any bathroom. You can even 
choose three-ply towels that offer more soaking capacity.  
 
Towel napkins are available in a wide range of designs and themes. You can keep changing the 
themes to impress your guests. Choose the colors of the season to make your bathroom a special 
place for everyone. The best thing about guest towels is that they can be placed in the bathroom or 
even as buffet napkins whenever you have guests. 
 
Keep a few sets of paper guest towels in spare. You could never tell when your guests may show up. 
You can place them in the bathroom especially when it is the festive season. 
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Other items that can be placed in your bathroom include a few unused toothbrushes and a few 
feminine hygiene products. Many times, your guests don't come up 
with their toothbrushes and you will want to make their stay as 
pleasant as possible. As wastebasket is another must-have, you can do 
better by placing another one in the other corner. 
 
One of the advantages of keeping your bathroom well maintained and 
stacked with all the essentials is that you don't have to worry when you 
have a party. The last thing you want is to spoil the great impression 
created by your home decor just because your bathroom doesn’t have 
quality paper napkins or rolls. 
 
Always keep a few rolls of toilet paper in stock. You can never tell when all roll can get exhausted. 
The back-up roll can be placed in the cabinet to ensure instant usage. Make sure to get only the best 
quality paper rolls, napkins and paper towels for your bathroom. With so many appealing colors and 
designs out there, you have endless opportunities in making things appealing. 
 
Tissues form an integral part of any bathroom, and make sure that your family and guests never go 
out of tissues. Get the most attractive and high-quality tissues from leading manufacturers - 
Orchids Tissue Paper Products at affordable prices. 
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